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Inspired by the idea that bionic nonsmooth surfaces (BNSS) reduce fluid adhesion and resistance, the effect of dimple bionic
nonsmooth structure arranged in tire circumferential grooves surface on antihydroplaning performance was investigated by using
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD).The physical model of the object (model of dimple bionic nonsmooth surface distribution,
hydroplaning model) and SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 turbulence model are established for numerical analysis of tire hydroplaning. By virtue of
the orthogonal table L

16
(45), the parameters of dimple bionic nonsmooth structure design compared to the smooth structure were

analyzed, and the priority level of the experimental factors as well as the best combination within the scope of the experiment
was obtained. The simulation results show that dimple bionic nonsmooth structure can reduce water flow resistance by disturbing
the eddy movement in boundary layers. Then, optimal type of dimple bionic nonsmooth structure is arranged on the bottom of
tire circumferential grooves for hydroplaning performance analysis. The results show that the dimple bionic nonsmooth structure
effectively decreases the tread hydrodynamic pressure when driving on water film and increases the tire hydroplaning velocity, thus
improving tire antihydroplaning performance.

1. Introduction

Safe operation on wet road is one of the major concerns
of pavement engineers and researchers. It is reported that
approximately 20% of all road traffic accidents occur in
wet weather conditions and most of the traffic accidents
are related to tire performance [1]. Tire hydroplaning is
one of the top five incentives for traffic accidents. When
vehicle maneuvers at a certain speed on a wet road, once
the vertical effort generated by the hydrodynamic pressure
resulting from the contact area exceeds the tire weight,
the contact between tire and road is destroyed by a fluid
film and hydroplaning is formed [2, 3]. Driving under
such conditions is hazardous. As the only part by which
the vehicle interacts with the road surface, the tire tread
determines the comprehensive performance of tire, such as
noise, wear, and hydroplaning. So it is critically important
to improve tire antihydroplaning performance. Experimental

work and theoretical analysis have brought in some inno-
vations, such as pavement grooving, which permits at least
partial elimination of hydroplaning. Based on experimental
investigations and imaging technology, researchers used glass
plate to present visual images of tire contact shape in
water [4]. Unfortunately, this kind of experimental method
requires tire manufacture and test setup, which is more
time consuming and costly. For analytical theory, there are
still some complicated problems in analysis of hydroplaning
phenomenon. For example, the fluid flow system is nonlinear
and there is no accurate mathematical model for tire surface
deformation.Thus, it is impossible to formulate a description
of tire hydroplaning.

The rapid development of computer and numerical sim-
ulation technology provides necessary technical support for
analyzing tire antihydroplaning. Aksenov et al. [5] presented
a three-dimensional simulation of the interaction between
tire and free surface flow by virtue of Computational Fluid
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Dynamics (CFD) technology, but the deformation of tire
surface was ignored and the computational domain remained
fixed in time in his work. Grogger and Weiss [6] pointed
out that deformed tire had significant influence on hydrody-
namic pressure at higher vehicular speeds. Simulated several
patterned tires and compared tire contact forces by Cho
et al. [7] showed that the tread patterns structure parameter
determines anti-hydroplaning performance. Fwa et al. [8,
9] studied the effects of vertical and horizontal circumfer-
ential groove dimension on hydroplaning, indicating that
unit tread pattern area can be used as evaluation of the
performance of hydroplaning. Normally, increasing void in
tread pattern circumferential grooves can provide additional
space to absorb rainwater and increase force to cut water
film.This method indeed increases the tire antihydroplaning
performance, but it comes at a cost of other performance
factors, as improving onemay degrade the other performance
factors. Wies et al. [10] discovered that 1% improvement of
hydroplaning by increasing circumferential grooves void will
lead to 0.6% reduction in vehicle stability, 0.4% increase
in rolling resistance, 2.3% deduction in rolling noise, and
so on. Obviously, the traditional method of improving tire
antihydroplaning performance will result in reduction of
other tire performances. Therefore, it is significant to find
other methods for improving tire anti-hydroplaning with
pattern circumferential grooves volume unaltered.

From researching the surface characteristics of nature
animals, biologists find that bionic nonsmooth surfaces
(BNSS) can reduce fluid adhesion and resistance. NASA
Research Center spearheaded the study of the surface struc-
ture of shark skin in the 1970s and found that the sharks’
skin surface has microcircumferential groove structure dis-
tributed all over the body that can reduce the resistance of
the shark’s high-speed underwater swimming. Then, bionic
principles were presented and applied in engineering domain
[11, 12]. Great achievements for bionic applications have come
out; Tian et al. [13] experimentally investigated the centrifugal
pump with a concave dimple surface called a bionic coupling
centrifugal pump (BCCP), and the results show that the
efficiency of BCCPs obviously improved and the efficiency
curve became more compressed than that of a conventional
centrifugal pump over the effective working range. Song
et al. [14] designed a dimple bionic nonsmooth surface on
motor vehicle body panels; the results show that comparison
with smooth surface and properly designed nonsmooth
surfaces can have greater effects on drag reduction. Inspired
by the bionic design, a new method for improving tire
antihydroplaning is proposed in this paper, which applies
the dimple bionic nonsmooth surface to reduce tire pattern
circumferential grooves water flow resistance in the footprint
and increase flow rate to improve hydroplaning velocity.

First, the hydroplaning velocity of the circumferential
grooves tire was simulated with the FLUENT software.
Then, tire hydroplaning velocity was compared with NASA
hydroplaning equation and experimental data from Okano
and Koishi [15] in order to illustrate hydroplaning model
computing efficiency and validity. Secondly, with the help
of an orthogonal table L

16
(45), the parameters of dimple

bionic structure design compared to the smooth structure
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Figure 1: Tire footprint and contact deformation of tire under
standard loading.

were analyzed, and the priority level of the experimental
factors as well as the best combination within the scope of the
experiment was obtained. Finally, arranging the optimized
dimple bionic nonsmooth structure on the bottom of the
circumferential grooves, CFD technology is used to predict
tire antihydroplaning performance. The present research
shows that the tire pattern circumferential grooves bionic
design of nonsmooth structures is one of the most feasible
ways to improve antihydroplaning.

2. Computational Details

The traditional simulations of tire hydroplaning focus on
the Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian (CEL) method which can
acquire tire deformation and lift force correctly. However,
the water movement cannot be investigated in detail due
to the arithmetic deficiency. Meanwhile, the calculation is
time consuming. However, the CFD technique can smoothly
solve the coupling problem and successfully deal with flow
problems, and the free interface between air and water can be
tracked by the Volume of Fluid (VOF) model.

2.1. Tire Model. The structure of tire circumferential grooves
determines tire drainage capability. The deformation of tire
tread under load affects the drainage space. To analyze the
water flow field in circumferential grooves in the tire-ground
contact, the shape of the deformed tire and the contact
pressures under normal load and pressure must be known.
The finite element model (FEM) of a tire (205/50R16) was
established, and the tire deformation was acquired with the
wheel load of 4000N and the inflation pressure of 200 kPa.
The tire was not supposed to rotate; thus no centrifugal load
was applied. Under this assumption, the tire static contact
pressure is simulated. The comparison of simulation and
experimental results is presented in Figure 1, and the method
of tire print experiment is provided in [16]. The design of
the circumferential grooves is in accordance with the testing
tire, in which the breadth and the depth are 8mm and 9mm,
respectively.

2.2. Hydroplaning Computational Domain Definition. When
hydroplaning occurs, both water and air flow from the tire-
pavement contact area. First, a fluid model which con-
tains both water film and air flow is established, and then
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Figure 2: The computational model and boundary conditions.

the geometric outer contour of the tire after rolling deforma-
tion is created, and the rolling tire model is removed during
the fluid calculation. Simulation results may vary by about
5%–10% with the computation domain size. The domain
size with height 50mm, length in front of tire 300mm
and behind 600mm, and width 350mm is considered from
previous studies [17]. Figure 2 shows the computational
domain, which ismeshed by usingmultiblock grid technique.
The computational domain is discredited into five-sided
structuremesh hydrides with unstructured tetrahedral mesh.
Themesh in the front of the contact area and within the tread
circumferential groovewas refined, to ensure there are at least
eight discrete units in a single tread circumferential groove.
The whole grid is made up of 1,358,587 cells and 1,272,427
nodes.The simulation uses half tire model, and the water and
air flow direction is in 𝑍-direction.

2.3. VOF Model. In multiphase flow, the identifiable class
of material is a phase that has a particular inertial response
to and interaction with the flow and the potential held in
which it is immersed. The proposed model is essentially a
free surface flow with moving boundary. Generally, there
are three approaches to solve this difficulty and compute
free surface flows, namely, (i) surface fitting method, (ii)
surface capturing method, and (iii) surface tracking method.
Schematic representations of the three approaches are given
in Figure 3. The major advantages and drawbacks of these
three methods are discussed by Zhao et al. [18].

VOF method, which keeps and updates the field of
volume fraction of one fluid in each cell instead of surface
height, could be utilized to solve the advection equation of
the volume fraction and predict the fluid interface accurately.
In VOF model, fluids are not considered to be penetrating.
For each additional phase in the model, a variable (volume
fraction of the phase) is introduced in the computational
cell. In every control volume, the volume of all phases must
amount to unity. Alternatively, variables and properties of a

given cell are purely representative of one phase or a mixture
phase, depending on the volume fraction values.

The volume fraction equation in the cell is denoted by 𝛼
𝑞
;

where

𝛼
𝑞
= 0: the cell is empty (of the 𝑞th fluid);

𝛼
𝑞
= 1: the cell is full (of the 𝑞th phase);

0 < 𝛼
𝑞
< 1 : the cell contains an interface between

the 𝑞th fluid and one or more other fluids; based
on the local value of 𝛼

𝑞
, the appropriate properties

and variables will be assigned to each control volume
within the domain.

The continuity equation, for that particular fluid’s volume
fraction, is then solved, followed by themomentum equation.
The primary phase volume fraction can be computed based
on the constraint shown in (1)–(3). After the momentum
equation is solved throughout the domain, the resulting
velocity field and other quantities are shared among the
phases, and thus tracking of the interface (volume fraction
of each fluid) between phases is done. Consider

𝜕𝛼
𝑞

𝜕𝑡
+ V∇𝛼

𝑞
= 0, (1)

𝑛

∑

𝑞=1

𝛼
𝑞
= 1, (2)

𝜕

𝜕𝑡
(𝜌V) + ∇ ⋅ (𝜌VV) = −∇𝑝 + ∇ ⋅ [𝜇 (∇V + ∇V𝑇)] + 𝜌𝑔

+ 𝐹,

(3)

where V is velocity; 𝑔 is gravitation force vector; 𝑡 is time; and
𝐹 is the force vector due to external source. For additional
scalars, such as turbulence quantities, a single set of transport
equations is solved and the quantities are shared by the phases
throughout the field.

The density 𝜌 and the molecular viscosity 𝜇 in the
equations are dependent on the volume fractions of all
phases:

𝜇 = ∑𝛼
𝑞
𝜇
𝑞
,

𝜇 = ∑𝛼
𝑞
𝜇
𝑞
.

(4)

2.4. Control Equation and Turbulence Model. At present,
for turbulence simulation analysis, there are mainly three
turbulence control equations: the direct numerical simu-
lation (DNS), the large eddy simulation (LES), and the
Reynolds-averaged numerical simulation (RANS). In the
three turbulent numerical simulation algorithms, Reynolds-
averaged numerical simulation method perfectly reflects
the swirl distribution within the boundary layer and other
microflow information, including the merit of low compu-
tational demand and high efficiency; thus the Reynolds-
averaged numerical simulation (RANS) is adopted in this
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Figure 3: Three approaches to compute free surface flows: (a) surface fitting, (b) surface capturing, and (c) surface tracking.

paper. Equation (5) is the continuity equation and (6) is the
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equation. Hence,

𝜕 (𝜌𝑢
𝑖
)

𝜕𝑥
𝑖

= 0, (5)
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𝜕𝜏
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𝜕𝑥
𝑗

,

(6)

where 𝜌, 𝜇 are the fluid density and the coefficient of the
molecular viscosity, respectively. 𝑢

𝑖
is the mean velocity

components. 𝑥
𝑖
is the Cartesian coordinates. 𝑃 is the static

pressure. 𝛿
𝑖𝑗
is the Kronecker delta.

SST 𝑘-𝜔 model [19] is chosen for the reason of consoli-
dating the advantages of high Reynolds number model and
the low Reynolds number model, utilizing mixed function to
achieve gradual transition from standard model within the
boundary layer to high Reynolds number model outside the
boundary layer, andmaking the transition from the near-wall
region to the full development regionmore perfect alongwith
the higher calculation accuracy. Equation (7) is the turbulent
kinetic energy equation, and (8) is the turbulence dissipation
rate equation. They are given as follows:

𝜕 (𝜌𝜅)

𝜕𝑡
+
𝜕 (𝜌𝜅𝑢

𝑖
)

𝜕𝑥
𝑖

=
𝜕

𝜕𝑥
𝑗

(Γ
𝑘

𝜕𝜅

𝜕𝑥
𝑗

) + 𝐺
𝜅
− 𝑌
𝜅
+ 𝑆
𝜅
, (7)

𝜕 (𝜌𝜔)

𝜕𝑡
+
𝜕 (𝜌𝜅𝑢

𝑖
)

𝜕𝑥
𝑖

=
𝜕

𝜕𝑥
𝑗

(Γ
𝑤

𝜕𝜔

𝜕𝑥
𝑗

) + 𝐺
𝜔
− 𝑌
𝜔
+ 𝐷
𝜔

+ 𝑆
𝜔
,

(8)

where 𝐺
𝜅
is the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due

to the mean velocity gradients; 𝐺
𝜔
is the generation of 𝑤; Γ

𝜅

and Γ
𝜔
are the effective diffusivities of 𝑘 and 𝜔, respectively;

𝑌
𝜅
and 𝑌

𝜔
are the dissipation values of 𝑘 and 𝜔; 𝐷

𝜔
is the

cross-diffusion term; and 𝑆
𝜅
and 𝑆
𝜔
are source terms.

Pressure implicit with splitting of operators (PISO) is
based on higher degree of approximate relation between the
corrections for pressure and velocity. This study combines
PISO algorithm, which can greatly decrease iteration num-
bers required for convergence, with an implicit and second-
order accurate scheme to get the time-advanced solution.

2.5. Boundary Conditions. The hydroplaning phenomenon
on a locked tire sliding on a flooded smooth pavement is
modeled in this paper. For an observer in stationary frame
of reference, the hydroplaning phenomena can be viewed
as the tire at speed 𝑈m/s sliding along a smooth pavement
flooded with water. Alternatively, in a moving wheel frame
of reference, the hydroplaning phenomena can be viewed as
a jet with a layer of air and a layer of water, entering on tire
surface and pavement surface alsomoving at a speed of𝑈m/s
towards the tire surface. The hydroplaning model has been
modeled in a moving frame of reference in this paper.

Figure 2 demonstrates the boundary conditions of the
computational domain. As for a two-phase flow, the inlet
has two similar types of boundary conditions for water and
air. The lower part of 10mm height stands for water and the
rest stands for air, and inlet velocity of both water and air is
80 km/h. The outlet condition is defined as one atmospheric
pressure. The friction produced by the fixed wall and the
deflection of tread pattern circumferential grooves generated
by flowing water force is neglected. The longitudinal plane in
the center of the tire forms the symmetry plane.

3. Hydroplaning Results and Discussions

Figure 4 shows the interfacial velocities and void fractions on
the ground, where the deep grey part represents water flow.
It can be seen that flow separates and wave forms at the front
of tire and water drains from the tire tread circumferential
grooves, which is consistent with the reality.

Okano and Koishi [15] conducted an experiment about
tire hydroplaning, as shown in Figure 5. In the experiment,
tires with different tread patterns were assembled to the same
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Figure 4: Free surface of water in tire hydroplaning at different times: (a) 𝑡 = 0.005 s; (b) 𝑡 = 0.01 s; (c) 𝑡 = 0.015 s; (d) 𝑡 = 0.04 s.

car, and then the car ran on a proving ground at certain
acceleration. High-speed photography was used to shoot the
whole process. One of their tires (the middle tire) is the same
as the tire used in this paper. From the experiment results, it
is noted that tire hydroplaning occurs when vehicle is moving
at about 82 km/h. Comparison between experiment and
simulation results shows that hydroplaning critical velocity
obtained from this work is in reasonable agreement with
experiment results.

4. Investigation on Tire Hydroplaning of
Dimple Bionic Nonsmooth Surface

The physical model, governing equation, computational
domain, and boundary conditions are the same as the
hydroplaning model mentioned above except that dimple
bionic nonsmooth surfaces are arranged on tire pattern
circumferential grooves surfaces.

4.1. Dimple Bionic Nonsmooth Structure Model. According to
the fluid boundary layer theory, the formula for estimating
the boundary layer thickness is

𝛿 = 0.37𝑥Re−1/5
𝑥

, (9)

where𝑥 is the flow displacement andRe
𝑥
is Reynolds number

at corresponding 𝑥 displacement. According to the structure
parameters of tread pattern circumferential groove, it can be
estimated that the boundary layer thickness is 0.9mm. To
make sure that the nonsmooth structure affects the internal
structure of the boundary layer, its size should not be too close
to the thickness of the boundary layer [17], so the depth of the
dimple must be within this range.

It is assumed that the dimple bionic nonsmooth surface
is a sphere that intersects with the plane and the depth is ℎ.
Figure 6 shows a sectional profile, where 𝑑 is the diameter of
the circle plane which intersects with the top of the dimple
surface formed. The rectangle-profile dimple structure is
arranged under the bottom of the pattern ditch as shown
in Figure 7. To avoid the entrance effects and analyze the
impact on the downstream flow field, the dimple structure is
arranged in the central region of the circumferential groove
shown in Figure 8.

𝐿 is distance between centers along the 𝑥 direction, 𝑊
is distance between centers along the 𝑦 direction, length
direction of the model, 𝑎 is the length of the model in 𝑥

direction, and 𝑏 is the width of the model in 𝑦 direction.
The definition for 𝐿

𝑥
, 𝐿
𝑥
, 𝐿
𝑦
, and 𝐿



𝑦
is shown in Figure 7. It

is assumed that the dimple bionic nonsmooth structure has
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Figure 8: The mesh and enlarged view profile.

Table 1: Orthogonal test factors.

Level Factors
𝐴 𝐵 𝐶 𝐷 𝐸

1 0.3 1/2d 1.5d 1 70
2 0.4 1/4d 2d 1.5 80
3 0.5 1/6d 2.5d 2 90
4 0.6 1/8d 3d 2.5 100

a symmetric distribution along the 𝑦 direction; thus 𝐿
𝑦

=

𝐿


𝑦
.

4.2. Model Meshing and Solver Settings. According to the
structure parameters of circumferential groove, the simu-
lation model is 30mm × 7.5mm in the 𝑥 direction and 𝑦

direction, respectively. Once selected the size of simulation
model and dimple, using combine tetrahedral and hexahedral
grid discrete the model to meet the mesh requires, and local
grid refinement nearby the wall.

Viscous boundary layer is 0 ≤ 𝑦
+
≤ 5, thus the first mesh

close to the wall must be within 𝑦
+
≤ 5, and the thickness of

the first layer mesh can be obtained by 𝑦 = 𝜇𝑦
+
/𝐶
1/4

𝜇
𝑘
1/2

𝑝
,

where 𝑦
+ is dimensionless distance to the wall, 𝜇 is the

dynamic viscosity of the fluid, 𝐶
𝜇
is the empirical constant

(0.09), and 𝑘
𝑝
is the turbulent kinetic energy for the first node

𝑃. In addition, for the SST 𝜅-𝜔model, the minimum number
ofmeshes in the boundary layer is 15. After repeated attempts,
the simulation uses a mesh size of 0.01mm, an increase of 1.2;
maximummesh size in the computational domain is 0.2mm.
Figure 8 shows the mesh and an enlarged view of the dimple
bionic nonsmooth surface mesh, respectively.

4.3. Analysis of Orthogonal Experiment. In order to explore
the effect of dimple bionic nonsmooth structure and distribu-
tion forms on drag reduction, the orthogonal design method
was used for simulation arrangement.Thedrag reduction rate
𝑅 is expressed as follows:

𝑅 =
𝐶
𝑦
− 𝐶
𝑛

𝐶
𝑦

× 100%, (10)

where 𝐶
𝑦
= 𝐹
𝑦
/(1/2𝜌V2𝑆) and 𝐶

𝑛
= 𝐹
𝑛
/(1/2𝜌V2𝑆) are the

drag coefficient of the smooth model and the dimple bionic
nonsmooth surface model, respectively, 𝐹

𝑦
and 𝐹

𝑛
are the

flow resistance of the original model and the dimple bionic
nonsmooth surface model, 𝜌 is flow density, V is velocity, and
𝑆 is the projected area which is perpendicular to the flow
direction. 𝑅 ≥ 0 indicates that the dimple bionic nonsmooth
surface model has drag reduction effects; otherwise, 𝑅 ≤ 0,
indicating that the model does not have a drag reduction,
and the larger the absolute value, the more obvious the drag
reduction or drag increase.

L
16
(45) orthogonal arrangement experiment is selected.

Table 1 shows the factors for orthogonal experiment, where
𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷, and 𝐸, respectively, indicate circle diameter
at the top of the dimple (𝑑/mm), dimple depth (ℎ/mm),
dimple downstream spacing (𝐿/mm), dimple lateral spacing
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Table 2: Orthogonal test results.

Test number Factors
𝐹
𝑛
× 10
−3/N 𝐹

𝑦
× 10
−3/N 𝑅/%

𝐴 𝐵 𝐶 𝐷 𝐸

1 1 1 1 1 1 231.35 231.96 0.26
2 1 2 2 2 2 289.05 291.45 0.82
3 1 3 3 3 3 348.69 358.76 2.81
4 1 4 4 4 4 416.86 429.83 3.02
5 2 1 2 3 4 439.43 429.83 −2.23
6 2 2 1 4 3 374.62 358.76 −4.42
7 2 3 4 1 2 282.72 291.45 3.00
8 2 4 3 2 1 221.51 231.96 4.51
9 3 1 3 4 2 300.38 291.45 −3.06
10 3 2 4 3 1 229.59 231.96 1.02
11 3 3 1 2 4 439.56 429.83 −2.26
12 3 4 2 1 3 352.93 358.76 1.63
13 4 1 4 2 3 376.23 358.76 −4.87
14 4 2 3 1 4 452.79 429.83 −5.34
15 4 3 2 4 1 228.67 231.96 1.42
16 4 4 1 3 2 288.06 291.45 1.16

Table 3: Range analysis of experiment results.

Test Factors
𝐴 𝐵 𝐶 𝐷 𝐸

𝑇
1j 1.73 −2.48 −1.32 −0.11 1.80

𝑇
2𝑗

0.22 −1.98 0.41 −0.45 0.48

𝑇
3𝑗

−0.67 1.24 −0.27 0.69 −1.21

𝑇
4𝑗

−1.91 2.58 0.54 −0.76 −1.70

𝑅
𝑗

3.64 5.06 1.86 1.45 3.50

(𝑊/mm), and the flow velocity (V/(km/h)). The level of each
factor is four.The orthogonal test results are shown in Table 2.

According to the test results in Table 2, the results of the
range analysis are shown in Table 3, where 𝑇

1𝑗
, 𝑇
2𝑗
, 𝑇
3𝑗
, and

𝑇
4𝑗
are, respectively, the average results corresponding to 𝑗th

column and 𝑅
𝑗
is the range, by which the effects of different

factors on drag effects can be estimated. As shown in Table 3,
𝑅
𝐵
> 𝑅
𝐴
> 𝑅
𝐸
> 𝑅
𝐶
> 𝑅
𝐷
; namely, the effect order of the

five factors on the dimple bionic nonsmoothed surface of drag
reduction is 𝐵 > 𝐴 > 𝐸 > 𝐶 > 𝐷. Furthermore, the level of
each factor can be determined by comparing 𝑇

𝑖𝑗
(1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 4).

It can be seen from Table 3 that 𝐵
4
, 𝐴
1
, 𝐸
1
, 𝐶
4
, and 𝐷

3
are

preferred level of each factor.When the top circle diameter of
the dimple is 0.3mm,with the depth of 1/8𝑑, the flows spacing
is 3𝑑, the lateral spacing is 2mm, and the drag reduction at
each flow velocity is optimum dimple surface.

4.4. Analysis of Resistance Reduction

4.4.1. Wall Shear Stress Analysis. As a result of the interaction
between the fluid and the wall, wall shear stress reflects the
value of the viscous resistance. Figure 9 is the comparison of
shear stress between the original and optimized dimple non-
smooth surface model with water flow velocity at 90 km/h.
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Figure 9: Comparison of wall shear stress.
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Figure 10: Comparison of shear stress at 𝑥 = 15mm.

It can be seen from the figure that the stress in the front
entrance is almost the same for the two models. In the center
of the model, due to the presence of nonsmooth structure
of the dimple surface, the wall shear stress is significantly
smaller than the smooth surface. At the end of the model, the
wall shear stress on the dimple bionic nonsmooth surface is
still smaller than that on a smooth surface. Thus, the dimple
bionic nonsmooth surface not only reduces the wall shear
stress, but also reduces the wall shear stress downstream of
the dimple bionic nonsmooth surface.

Figure 10 shows the shear stress of the dimple bionic
nonsmooth model 𝑥 = 15mm cross section. As shown
in Figure 10, the shear stress in the bottom of the smooth
surface maintains 1500 Pa; the farther the distance from the
wall is, the smaller the shear stress is, which eventually
stabilizes at 100 Pa. However, for dimple bionic nonsmooth
surface, it can be seen that near the dimple bionic nonsmooth
wall the shear stress is significantly less than that in the
smooth surface, especially in the dimple bionic nonsmooth
area, where the shear stress is significantly reduced, and the
closer the bottom of the dimple bionic nonsmooth surface
is, the smaller the wall shear stress is. Therefore, due to the
presence of dimple bionic nonsmooth structure, the wall
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Figure 11: Comparison of velocity gradient.

shear stress is significantly reduced, and resistance when the
water flows through the tire tread circumferential grooves is
smaller; thus the water can flow more smoothly through the
circumferential groove.

4.4.2. Velocity Field Analysis. Figure 11 shows the comparison
chart of velocity of a characteristic plane at cross section
𝑥 = 15, 𝑧 = 0 ∼ 1mm height between the smooth
surface anddimple surface. As shown in Figure 11, the smooth
model at 0.3mm height reached mainstream velocity, and
the optimal dimple model reached the mainstream speeds at
0.5mmheight, so the velocity gradient changes in the smooth
model are larger than in the dimple bionic nonsmoothmodel.
According to (11), the viscous resistance is proportional to
the relationship between the velocity gradients, so the dimple
bionic nonsmooth surface viscous drag is smaller than a
smooth surface. In other words, dimple is equivalent to
increasing the thickness of the boundary layer. As a result,
the frictional resistance is reduced and the water can flow
through the tire grooves more easily. Consider

𝜏 = 𝜏
𝑤
+ 𝜏
𝑡
= 𝜇

𝜕V
𝑥

𝜕𝑦
+ 𝜇
𝑡

𝜕V
𝑥

𝜕𝑦
. (11)

4.4.3. Velocity Vector Analysis. Figure 12 is the surface veloc-
ity vector diagram of the optimal dimple bionic nonsmooth
model under 90 km/h. Figure 13 shows the velocity vector
inside the dimple. As can be seen from Figure 13, there is
a low-speed rotation inside the dimple, and the water flows
inside the surface rather than over the top; therefore the
water frictional resistance is decreased. Flow direction at the
bottom of the dimple is opposite to the upper flow direction,
while flow direction on the top is in the same water direction,
which forms “Rolling Bearing” effects,making sliding contact
with the wall of the fluid flow into rolling contact with the
fluid, thus reducing the frictional resistance. Besides, the
friction direction of the low-speed flow at the bottom is in line
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1.90e + 00
6.22e − 01

Figure 12: Velocity vector of dimple bionic nonsmooth surface.

Figure 13: Velocity vector within dimple bionic nonsmooth surface.

with the flow direction, which produces an additional push
fluid effect and ultimately reduces the viscous friction.

5. Tire Hydroplaning Analysis

The optimized dimple structure through orthogonal experi-
ment is arranged at the bottom of the circumferential groove,
and comparison is made with the original smooth structure
after the CFD analysis of tire hydroplaning. Considering the
symmetry of the model, half of the tire footprint region is
used for analysis. Figure 14 shows the half tire hydroplaning
model arranged with dimple bionic nonsmooth structure. A
meshing method of combining structured grid and unstruc-
tured grid is adopted, and the turbulence model, boundary
conditions, and other settings are the same as those of single
grooves analysis.

Tire groove drainage capacity has a significant impact
on tire performance. In general, the stronger the drainage
circumferential grooves, the better the antihydroplaning
performance of the tire. Table 4 shows the mass flow per unit
area of the original model and the dimple bionic nonsmooth
model. As can be seen from the table, the dimple bionic
nonsmooth structure reduces flow resistance; the outlet flow
compared to the original model at each flow velocity has
been improved. Table 5 presents the hydrodynamic pressure
acting on tire tread for the original model and the dimple
bionic nonsmoothmodel, at 70 km/h, 80 km/h, 90 km/h, and
100 km/h.

The hydrodynamic pressure can be used as the evaluation
of tire hydroplaning performance. HORNE proposed that
when hydrodynamic pressure acting on the tire tread is
greater than the tire inflation pressure, tire hydroplaning
occurs [2]. Combined with the predicted values in Table 5,
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Table 4: Comparison of outlet flow at different speeds.

70 km/h 80 km/h 90 km/h 100 km/h
Smooth surface model
(kg/m2⋅s) 19365.4 22160.3 24893.6 27749.9

Dimple surface model
(kg/m2⋅s) 19598.7 22428.4 25207.3 28077.5

Flow change/% 1.04 1.13 1.16 1.09

Table 5: Comparison of hydrodynamic pressure at different speeds.

70 km/h 80 km/h 90 km/h 100 km/h
Smooth surface model (kPa) 145.33 190.2 241.68 302.29
Dimple surface model (kPa) 140.86 184.38 233.74 292.46

with curve fitting, the relationship between the hydrody-
namic pressure and speed for the original model (𝑦

1
) and the

dimple bionic nonsmooth model (𝑦
2
) is obtained as follows:

𝑦
1
= 0.0314V2 − 0.1368V + 0.4554,

𝑦
2
= 0.0305V2 − 0.1417V + 0.2961.

(12)

And can be seen from 𝑦
1
and 𝑦
2
, the hydrodynamic pres-

sure is proportional to the square of tire speed, and therefore
the relationship between hydrodynamic pressure of the CFD
model and the flow speed meets the basic theory 𝑃 = 1/2𝜌V2,
and thus the model established in this paper is validated.
Given inflation pressure 240 kPa, the critical hydroplaning
speed is 89.58 km/h and 90.8 km/h, respectively, for the
original model and dimple bionic nonsmooth surface model.
Obviously, the dimple bionic nonsmooth surface arranged
at the bottom of groove improves the tire antihydroplaning
performance by increasing the critical hydroplaning speed by
1.22 km/h.

6. Conclusions

(1) There are “Rolling Bearing” effects inside the dimple
surface.Thewater flows inside the surface rather than
over the top; therefore the water frictional resistance
decreases, and the groove water draining capacity is
improved.

(2) The arrangement of dimple bionic nonsmooth surface
on the bottom of tire pattern circumferential grooves
has an impact on reducing the water resistance
flowing through the circumferential grooves as well
as improving the circumferential grooves drainage
capacity. The depth of dimple, the top circle diameter
of dimple, and the spacing between the adjacent
dimples all have influence on the drag reduction
effect. However, the depth of dimple has the greatest
impact on the drag reduction.

(3) Dimple bionic nonsmooth surface can reduce the
wall shear stress and decrease the velocity gradient
perpendicular to the flow direction along with the
frictional resistance of the surface.The tread dynamic
pressure can be decreased when driving on the water
surface by the method of arranging the dimple bionic
nonsmooth structure on the bottom of tire pattern
circumferential grooves.Therefore, it can improve the
tire antihydroplaning performance.
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